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1.0 Introduction
Tne piping in a liquid rocket can assume cun_lex configurations due to
multiple tanks, multiple engines, and structures that must be piped
around. Tne capability to handle some of these complex configurations
have been incorporated into the ADMIT code. The capability to modify
the input on line has been implemented.
The configurations allowed include multiple tanks, multiple engines,
the splitting of a pipe into unequal segments going to different (or













AIIMIT uses the following files: ENG.RLN, LOX.RLN, and FJEL.RLN. All
files are in free format, therefore each of the following records will
give the same results.
Record I: 1.000000E-01 6219.000000 2.670000 2.330E-03 -315.0000






Tne file assignments are given in the following table:
Unit File Name File Type Description
9 _G._ L_t








LOX tanks & lines data
Fuel tanks & lines data
Convergence error information
Admittance values
Temporary file with LOX data
Temporary file with fuel data
Temporary file for results




total flow in engine (ibmlsec),
chamber pressure (ibflft'2),
pressure drop across orifice (lbf/ft'2)
Read card # 2 "n_ of engines" times














number of lines leaving tank
Card # 5
tank number,
engine number (0 if split follows)
Card # 6
number of segments,








Read card # 7 "number of segments" times












Read card # 9 "number of segments" times
Read card # 8-9 "number of splits" times
Read card # 5-9 "number of lines" times
type name PIPE1 PIPE2 PIPE3 PIPFA PIPE5
















parallel length diameter volume
pump length diameter dp/d_ L C
manifold volume bulk mcd.
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Dimensions:
radius, length, diameter, end length
angle
volume













Output from the program is a file (SURF.OUT) which may be printed and
various graphs under the control of the user. The print file contains
the following:
Title, time, and date
LINE _G. FREQ JGJ G(R) G(I)
line engine frequency amplitude of real part complex part
no. no. admittance
Also, if a split pipe is analyzed, a file (SURF.ERR) is created if any
point fails to converge within the specified number of iterations.
This file contains:
Title, time, and date
jw = after iterations has error of %
I= J= JGJ= JGOLDJ=
3.2 Graphs Available
Tne graphs available are
I. Plot of selected line on upper half of screen and
admittance looking toward tank on l__r half.
2. Surface plot of pressure transfer function vs frequency and
distance along pipe. The surface may be a wire frame or a
solid surface. The view angle of the surface may be
changed by the user.
3. Contour plot of the pressure transfer function vs frequency
and distance along pipe. Nine levels are plotted with
levels I, 5, and 9 en_ohasized and values printed at the
side of the graph.
The color scheme of each of the graph types may be changed by the user.
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4.0 Sample Run
Tne sample run consists of two lox tanks and four engines, two of the
engines and lines going to them are identical. Tne total mass flow
frcm each tank is the same, however the line from the first tank is
split with half the mass flow going to engine # 2 and the other half
split into two identical engines # i.









































1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
45.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
135.0 I.416 O. 0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
90.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
80.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
0.708 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.708 0.0 0.0 0.0
35.0 0. 708 0.0 0.0
0.708 0.0 0.0 0.0
I. 183346E+07 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.00126 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.00126 0.0 0.0 0.0
35.0 1.00126 0.0 0.0
1.00126 0.0 0.0 0.0






1 15.0 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 35.0 45.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1 30.0 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 3.5 135.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1 15.0 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 20.641 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 20.558 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 20.558 I. 416 0.0 O.0 0.0
1 8.541 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 6. 383 i. 416 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 4.25 90.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1 9.33 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 3.33 80.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1 3.53 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 12.2 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 1.28 35.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1 12.2 1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 13.5 1.183346E+070.0 0.0 0.0
4.2 Walkthrough of Sample Run
Welcome to ADMIT - a Feedline Analysis Program
To send a plot to the printer
The computer MUST be in GRAPHICS mcde
Hit PrScn to send the current plot to the printer
Maximum no. of frequencies = 90
Maximum points along pipe = 90
If you want frequency in rad/sec, hit enter.
If you want it in Hertz, enter "H". _h
Is the engine data on file _G.RIN?. (Y/N) _[
Is this setup for FUEL or OXIDIZER? Enter F or
You did not enter F or O. Try again
Is this setup for FUEL or OXIDIZER? Enter F or
Is the lox file name LOX.RI/q?. (Y/N) X
Max. no. of iterations is set at 20
Do you wish to change it? X
Enter maximum no. of iterations 20
Do you wish to modify lox line data? M
Do you wish to change tank parameters? _n
Do you wish to change the pipe layout? _n
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Do you wish to plot piping & admittances? _[
The following LOX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot
You did not enter a valid line #. Try again
Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot




LO×Pipi_-Tank| 1 Engine| 1
:f"l I | I I _ r_,
II
.,/







" _ ,._ ..--'_'-_l_."--_'_'---'-'
r V
18.75 Z8.58 38.Z5 'tS.e_]
Frequenc9 - _'Lz
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The follcwing LOX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot




LOXPiping-Yank| 1 Engine| Z


















Tne following LOX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot
Do you wish change colors of admittance? _n
_3
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LO×Piping- Yanks 2 E_i_| 3





Sample Run 18:17_ 12-12-91
e.lz_---








The following LOX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot
Do you wish to plot surfaces?
Do you want a wire-frame drawing? _[
Tne following IDX lines may be plotted





Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot _I
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_mple Run 18:17_ 1Z-12-91
FeessueeTransi'eeFunclion= f(feeq(Hertz),dis{ance(fl))






Current view is PHI = -45. 000
Do you wish another view? n
Current BACKGROUND COLOR = 4 LINE COLOR =
Do you wish another color? _n
Do you want a filled drawing? _n
Do you want another surface plot? 3[
_e following LOX lines my be plotted
THETA = 30. 000
1 FILL COLOR =




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot 2_
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Sample Run fl9:17/_ 12-12-91
Pressure Transt'er Fur_gion = £(freq(Hergz),disgance(fg))




















Current view is PHI = -45.000
Do you wish another view? _n
Current BACKGROUND COLOR = 4 LINE COLOR =
Do you wish another color? n_
Do you want a filled drawing? n
DO you want another surface plot? 3[
The following LOX lines my be plotted
THETA = 30. 000
1 FILL COLOR =




















Current view is PHI = -45.000
Do you wish another view? n
Current BACKGROUND COLOR = 4 LINE COLOR =
Do you wish another color? _n
Do you want a filled drawing? _n
Do you want another surface plot? _n
Do you wish to plot contours? 3[
The following LOX lines may be plotted
THETA = 30.000
1 FILL COLOR =














,_ple Run 18:17_ 12-1Z-91
















Current BACKGROUND OOLOR = 4 LINE COLOR =
Do you wish another color? _n
Do you want another contour plot? y
Tne following LOX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot 2_






















Current BA_ COLOR = 4 LINE COLOR =
Do you wish another color? _n
Do you want another contour plot? 3[
The following LOX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot _3
1 FILL COLOR = 3
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SampleRun 18:I?AN /2-12-91






Current BACKGROUND COLOR = 4 _ COLOR = 1 FILL COLOR =
Do you wish another color? _n
Do you want another contour plot? _n
Enter E to exit, F to run new frequency range, or C to run a new case _e
4.3 Output for Sample Run
SURF.OUT File
Sample Run i0:17AM 12-12-91
LINE _G. FREQ IGI G(R) G(I)
2 1 1.000000E+O0 4.788069E-01 4.785361E-01
3 2 1.000000E+O0 2.394486E-01 2.393604E-01
4 3 1.000000E+O0 1.198275E-01 1.197831E-01
2 1 2.000000E+00 4.657790E-01 4.623671E-01
3 2 2.000000E+00 2.325824E-01 2.311172E-01
4 3 2.000000E+O0 1.190449E-01 1.182235E-01
2 1 3.000000E+00 5.503493E-01 5.327964E-01
3 2 3.000000E+O0 2.571785E-01 2.552799E-01
4 3 3.000000E+O0 1.187674E-01 1.176730E-01
2 1 4.000000E+00 4.766055E-01 4.766044E-01
3 2 4.000000E+00 2.385123E-01 2.384555E-01
4 3 4.000000E+00 1.198004E-01 1.197289E-01
2 1 5.000000E+00 4.780528E-01 4.774268E-01
3 2 5.000000E+O0 2.393914E-01 2.393727E-01
4 3 5.000000E+O0 1.198703E-01 1.198686E-01
2 1 6.000000E+O0 4.762524E-01 4.730391E-01
3 2 6.000000E+00 2.394595E-01 2.391756E-01
4 3 6.000000E+O0 1.198399E-01 1.198079E-01
2 1 7.000000E+O0 4.079117E-01 3.857753E-01
3 2 7.000000E+O0 2.172124E-01 2.141030E-01
4 3 7.000000E+00 1.191319E-01 1.183965E-01
2 1 8.000000E+00 4.233197E-01 4.232355E-01
3 2 8.000000E+O0 2.265927E-01 2.265922E-01
4 3 8.000000E+O0 1.187229E-01 1.175848E-01
2 1 9.000000E+O0 4.624276E-01 4.623034E-01
3 2 9.000000E+O0 2.366885E-01 2.365803E-01
4 3 9.000000E+00 1.197830E-01 1.196941E-01
2 1 1.000000E+01 3.672516E-01 3.514259E-01
3 2 1.000000E+OI 2.294481E-01 2.286631E-01
4 3 1.000000E+01 1.198659E-01 1.198599E-01
2 1 1.100000E+OI 2.448379E-01 2.441121E-01
3 2 1.100000E+01 2.088115E-01 2.079123E-01
4 3 1.100000E+OI 1.198544E-01 1.198369E-01
2 1 1.200000E+01 4.414459E-01 4.064632E-01
3 2 1.200000E+01 2.131590E-01 1.895564E-01
4 3 1.200000E+OI 1.192847E-01 1.187004E-01
2 1 1.300000E+OI 4.622294E-01 4.485251E-01
3 2 1.300000E+01 2.189573E-01 2.039270E-01


























































































































































































































































































3 3.100000E+OI 1.198703E-01 1.198687E-01 6.262391E-04
1 3.200000E+01 4.803177E-01 4.799417E-01 1.900072E-02
2 3.200000E+01 2.400549E-01 2.400206E-01 4.056983E-03
3 3.200000E+01 1.198015E-01 1.197311E-01 -4.106218E-03
1 3.300000E+01 4.790590E-01 4.785014E-01 2.310689E-02
2 3.300000E+01 2.176105E-01 1.985928E-01 -8.896764E-02
3 3.300000E+01 1.180506E-01 1.162569E-01 2.050054E-02
1 3.400000E+01 4.789846E-01 4.784731E-01 2.212913E-02
2 3.400000E+01 2.394739E-01 2.391977E-01 1.149797E-02
3 3.400000E+01 1.197451E-01 1.196184E-01 5.507161E-03
1 3.500000E+01 4.792055E-01 4.789122E-01 1.676319E-02
2 3.500000E+01 2.396382E-01 2.395265E-01 7.317231E-03
3 3.500000E+01 1.198345E-01 1.197972E-01 2.992857E-03
1 3.600000E+01 4.793263E-01 4.791647E-01 1.244263E-02
2 3.600000E+01 2.397091E-01 2.396743E-01 4.086869E-03
3 3.600000E+01 1.198667E-01 1.198615E-01 1.120276E-03
1 3.700000E+01 4.805382E-01 4.804518E-01 9.113684E-03
2 3.700000E+01 2.429025E-01 2.428962E-01 1.760611E-03
3 3.700000E+01 1.198457E-01 1.198194E-01 -2.508721E-03
1 3.800000E+01 4.725722E-01 4.723404E-01 1.479767E-02
2 3.800000E+01 2.343988E-01 2.343544E-01 4.565530E-03
3 3.800000E+01 1.165618E-01 1.133431E-01 2.720287E-O2
1 3.900000E+01 4.791271E-01 4.787291E-01 1.952631E-02
2 3.900000E+01 2.390585E-01 2.383714E-01 1.811246E-02
3 3.900000E+01 1.197435E-01 1.196153E-01 5.540901E-03
1 4.000000E+01 4.792343E-01 4.789645E-01 1.607835E-02
2 4.000000E+01 2.396228E-01 2.394977E-01 7.741811E-03








after 20 iterations has error of 3.218%
4 J= 3 IGI = 5.4623E-02 IGOLDI = 5.2920E-02
after 20 iterations has error of 26.770%
1 J= 3 IGl=1.509 -02 l ml-- 1.1904E-02
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5.0 Flow Diagram

































































INTEGER*2 maximum value of admittance for plot







x coord/nate of curve center
y coordinate of curve center
radius of bend
angle of bend in radians
angle of bend in degrees
/EPARAM/
INTEGER*2 number of engines
REAL*4 total flow rate of engine (ibmlsec)
REAL*4 chamber pressure (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 pressure drop across orifices (ibf/ftA2)









first parameter of pipe description
second parameter of pipe description
third parameter of pipe description
fourth parameter of pipe description
fifth parameter of pipe description
/D VAL/
_ER*2 number of integration points in a section








graphics mode of monitor
text mode of monitor
number of text rows for gral_%ics
number of text columns for graphics
number of pixel rows for graphics










number of lines from tank
number of unique lines from pipe split
speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
manifold capacitance
tank capacitance
density of fluid (ibm/ft'3)
bulk modulus of manifold (Ibf/ft'2)


























































flow rate through pipe (Ibm/sec)
volume of tank (ft'3)
volume of manifold (ft'3)
area of pipe section (ft'2)
diameter of pipe section (ft)
length of pipe section (ft)
inductance of pipe section
capacitance of pipe section
average bulk modulus
number of pipe sections
pipe section type
number of identical lines
engine number
tank number
previous maximum number of iterations














x location of current centerline
x location of current upper pipe
x location of current lower pipe
y location of current centerline
y location of current upper pipe
y location of current lower pipe
minimum x value of piping layout
maximum x value of piping layout
m/nimum y value of piping layout
maximum y value of piping layout
sine of current pipe direction














current first parameter of pipe description
current second parameter of pipe description
current third parameter of pipe description
current fourth parameter of pipe description
engine for a line
tank for a line




current number of pipe sections
current pipe section type
/TANKI
INTEGER*2 number of tanks
/WCAOUT

































COMPLEX*8 admittance looking toward tank
COMPLEX*8 impedance looking toward tank











X (IXMAX, IYMAX) REAL*4
XF (IXMAX) REAL*4
Y (IXMAX, IYMAX) REAL*4
YF (IYMAX) REAL*4
Z (IXMAX, IYMAX) REAL*4
ZF (IXMAX, IYMAX) RFAL*4
do loop index
error flag for AL//DCATE
maximum number of frequencies
maximum number of points along piping
frequency array for plotting
frequency array
location array for plotting
location array
gain array for plotting
gain array
SDBROLrF/NE MAINP (X, Y, Z, XF, YF, ZF, IXMAX, IYMAX)
Logic portion of code
Ccmm_ns EPARAM FACTOR FOPIPE INTVAL PARAM
WCATIT WORK1 WORK2
Variables in Argument List
IXMAX INTEGER*4
IYMAX INTEGER*4
X (IXMAX, IYMAX) REAL*4
XF (IXMAX) REAL*4
Y (IXMAX, IYMAX) REAL*4
YF (IYMAX) REAL*4
Z (IXMAX, IYMAX) REAL*4
ZF (IXMAX, IYMAX) REAL*4
SEYdP WCAOUT
maximLun number of frequencies
maximum number of points along piping
frequency array for plotting
frequency array
location array for plotting
location array




































type line flag (fuel or lox)
flag for subroutine fuel or lox
lox flag
flag indicating if SURF.ERR is open
current pipe section
second code run
counter for number of integration segments
counter for number of integration segments
hundreth of second code run
do loop index
do loop index
unit number of engine data file
do loop index
minimum frequency requested













Variables in Argument List
•REAL*4 max_ value of admittance for plot
REAL*4 maximum frequency requested








distance between tick marks on x axis
value of x
mimimum value of x
distance between tick marks on y axis
maximum value of y
imimum value of y
_ ADMIT





Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)







































































pressure drop across orifices (ibf/ftA2)




length of pipe section (ft)
flc_ rate through pipe (ibm/sec)
maximum number of iterations for split pipe
number of identical lines
capacitance of pipe section
inductance of pipe section
chamber pressure/total mass flow
current frequency
pipe section type
number of pipe sections
number of unique lines from pipe split








































flag indicating if SURF.ERR is open
first index of maximum error
do loop index











effective impedance for calculations
intermediate variable
effective ZO for calculations
intermediate variable




Supervises plot of admittance after calculations
CommonsNOOOL









type line flag (fuel or lox)
maximumnumberof frequencies
maximumnumber of points along piping
number of frequencies
frequency array for plotting
frequency array









maximum value of admittance for plot
do loop index
intermediate variable
first time flag for unsplit pipes
intermediate variable
plot pointer for line
Bm_DS











Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 effective diameter (ft)
REAL*4 radius of bend (ft)
REAL*4 angle of bend (degrees)
REAL*4 diameter of bend (ft)
REAL*4 length of end straight segments








Computes plot coordinates for a bend
Commons ARCCON PIPPXY










first parameter of pipe description
second parameter of pipe description
third parameter of pipe description
fourth parameter of pipe description



















































REAL*4 real part of complex frequency
REAL*4 imaginary part of oomplex frequency
COMPLEXFUNCTIONCSINH






Variables in Argument List
COMPLEX*8current frequency
Local Variables
REAL*4 real part of complex frequency




Evaluates the complex hyperbolic tangent








Variables in Argument List
INTEG_*2 unit numberofenginefile
LocalVariables
INTEG_*2 do loop index
SI_RDUrINE FLPLOT











Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 type line flag (fuel or lox)
INTEGER*2 first time flag for unsplit pipes
INTEGER*2 plot pointer for line
Local Variables
INTEGER*2 pointer
INTEGER*2 unit number of work file
_ER*2 pointer
_ER*2 counter
_ER*2 do loop index
_ FREQRS
Computes pressure transfer function
Commons EPARAM FOPIPE INTVAL PARAM SEII_









array to hold dx values up to split














































distance along pipe section
intermediate variable
_FUEL










Variables in Argument List
_.8 admittance looking toward tank
INTEGER*2 flag for subroutine fuel or lox
INYSGER*2 unit number of fuel data file
INTEGER*2 unit number of fuel work file
O0MPLEX*8 current frequency
Local Variables
CHAR*I response to question
(_4AR.24 name of fuel data file
FJLOX


























Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ftA2)
REAL*4 average bulk modulus
RFAL* 4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (ibm/ftA3)
REAL*4 diameter of pipe section (ft)
CCMPLEX*8 admittance looking tuward tank
INII_ER*2 engine number
INII_ER*2 flag for subroutine fuel or lox
INTEGER*2 tank number
INTEGER*2 flag indication fuel or lox
INTEGER*2 unit number of piping data file
INTSGER*2 unit number of working file
REAL*4 bulk modulus of manifold (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of tank (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (lhm/sec)
INTEGER*2 maximum number of iterations for split pipe
DrfEGER*2 previous maximum number of iterations
INTEGER*2 number of lines from tank
_ER*2 number of identical lines
REAL*4 capacitance of pipe section
REAL*4 inductance of pipe section












second parameter of pipe description
third parameter of pipe description
fourth parameter of pipe description
fifth parameter of pipe description
current frequency
pipe section type
number of pipe sections
number of unique lines from pipe split
volume of tank (ftA3)





























Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 type line flag (fuel or lox)
INTEGER*2 first time flag for unsplit pipes
INTEGER*2 plot pointer for line
Local Variables
REAL*4 response to question
INYSG_*2 do loop index
INTEGER*2 pointer to current segment
INTEGER*2 do loop index
SUBROUTINE GETZF
Determines pressure transfer function to be plotted
Ommons EPARAM PARAM SETUP











ZF (IXMAX, IYMAX) REAL*4
first time flag for unsplit pipes
type line flag (fuel or lox)
plot pointer for line
number of frequencies
maximum number of frequencies
maximum number of points along piping




plot transfer function array
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Local Variables
I INTEGER*2do loop index
J INTEGER*2do loop index
JLIN INTEGER*2 line pointer
K INTBGER*2do loop index
SUBROUTINEGINERr






Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 angle of bend (degrees)




REAL*4 coefficient array for ine/-tance fit
SUBROUTINE HHSECT
Cc_putes plot coordinates for Helmholtz resonator
(Xmmo_ P_P_




















diaraeter of opening (ft)
type plot element
pointer to element
length of opening (ft)
description of plot element
































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 _ value of admittance for plot
REAL*4 maxizm/m frequency requested


















aspect ratio of monitor screen
intermediate variable
starting column for admittance window
ending column for afdmittance window
starting row for admittance window
ending row for admittance window
intermediate variable
maximum x value for admittance plot
minimum x value for admittance plot
x origin for admittance plot
intermediate variable
maximum y value for admittance plot
minimum y value for admittance plot
y origin for admittance plot
intermediate variable
SUBROUTINE LOX










Variables in Argument List
CQMPLEX*8 admittance looking toward tank
INTEGER*2 flag for subroutine fuel or lox
INTEGER*2 unit number of lox data file
INTEGER*2 unit number of lox work file
COMPLEX*8 current frequency
Local Variables
CHAR*I response to question














INTEG_*2 unit numberofengine data file














name of variable to be modified
value of variable to be modified
array of names (lower case)
array of names (upper case)
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SUBROUTINE MODIFY














































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ftA2)
REAL*4 average bulk modulus
REAL*4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (itm/ftA3)
REAL*4 diameter of pipe section (ft)
INTEGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 tank number
INTEGER*2 unit number of fuel or lox file
REAL*4 bulk modulus of manifold (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of tank (ibf/ft_2)
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (ibm/sec)
INTEGER*2 maximum number of iterations for split pipe
INTEGER*2 previous maximum number of iterations
INTEGER*2 number of lines from tank
INTESER*2 number of identical lines
REAL*4 capacitance of pipe section
REAL*4 inductance of pipe section
REAL*4 first parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 second parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 third parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fourth parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fifth parameter of pipe description
INTEGER*2 pipe section type
INTEGER*2 number of pipe sections
REAL*4 number of unique lines from pipe split
CHAR*20 title from input file
REAL*4 volume of tank (ft" 3)






































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (ibm/ft'3)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of tank (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (ibm/sec)
INTEGER*2 number of tanks
















name of variable to be modified
value of variable to be modified
array of names (lower case)
array of names (upper case)
PIPPLOT


























Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 flag for fuel or lox
INYSGER*2 tank number
REAL*4 first parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 second parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 third parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fourth parameter of pipe description
INTEGER*2 pipe section type




















description of plot element
x plot array











Y3 REAL*4 intermediate variable
SUBRCK/Y/_EPLOTSU















































Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 type line flag (fuel or lox)
INTEGER*2 actual number of frequencies
INTEGER*4 maximum number of frequencies
INYSGER*4 maximum number of points along piping
INTEGER*2 number of separate lines
REAL*4 frequency array for plotting
REAL*4 frequency array
REAL*4 location array for plotting
REAL*4 location array





































aspect ratio of monitor
name (fuel or lox) array for plot
do loop index
ty_ g_phics bcard i_talled
background color
extension of key hit
fill color
flag for changes
first time flag for unsplit pipes
code of key hit
line color
plot pointer for line
flag for wire-frame or filled
temporary flag for wire-frame or filled
work array for plot routine
work array for plot routine
do loop index
number of points on current line
legend for OGA monitor
legend for EGA or VGA monitor (Hertz)
legend for EGA or VGA monitor (rad/sec)
graphics mode
text mode
number of columns in text mode
phi rotation angle (degrees)
array for line identification
theta rotation angle (degrees)
intermediate variable
intermediate variable
length of x axis
distance between tick marks on x axis




















length of y axis
distance between tick marks on y axis
maximum value for y axis
minimum value for y axis
intermediate variable
intermediate variable
length of z axis
distance between tick marks on z axis
maximum value for z axis
minimum value for z axis
S%_ROUTINE PLSECT



























































diameter of parallel segment (ft)
type plot element
pointer to element
length of parallel segment (ft)
description of plot element



















































YSAV REAL*4 intermediate variable
SL_ PLTCON














































Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 type line flag (fuel or lox)
INTEGER*2 actual number of frequencies
INTEGER*4 max_ number of frequencies
INTEGER*4 maximum number of points along piping
INTEGER*2 number of separate lines
REAL*4 frequency array for plotting
REAL*4 frequency array
REAL*4 location array for plotting
REAL*4 location array





































aspect ratio of monitor
array for values of contour lines
name (fuel or lox) array for plot
do loop index
type graphics board installed
background color
flag for plot routine
extension of key hit
fill color
first time flag for unsplit pipes
code of key hit
line color
flag for plot routine
plot pointer for line
do loop index
starting column for contour plot windc_4
ending column for oontour plot window
number of points on current line
starting row for contour plot window
ending row for contour plot window
flags for labeling contours
graphics mode
text mode
number of columns in text mode
array for line identification
distance between tick marks on x axis
maximum value for x axis
minimum value for x axis
origin of x axis
distance between tick marks on y axis
maximum value for y axis







origin of y axis
intermediate variable
intermediate variable
max//m_ value for z
minimum value for z
SUBROUTINE RLINE










































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ft_2)
REAL*4 average bulk modulus
REAL*4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (ibm/ft'3)
REAL*4 diameter of pipe section (ft)
INTEGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 tank number
INTHGER*2 unit number of fuel or lox file
REAL*4 bulk modulus of manifold (Ibf/ftA2)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of tank (ibf/ftA2)
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (ibm/sec)
INYSGER*2 maximum number of iterations for split pipe
INTEGER*2 previous maximum number of iterations
INTEGER*2 number of lines from tank
_ER*2 number of identical lines
REAL*4 capacitance of pipe section
REAL*4 inductance of pipe section
REAL*4 first parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 second parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 third parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fourth parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fifth parameter of pipe description
INTEGER*2 pipe section type
INTSGER*2 number of pipe sections
REAL*4 number of unique lines from pipe split
(_AR*20 title from input file
REAL*4 volume of tank (ft^3)










































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ftA2)
REAL*4 average bulk modulus
REAL*4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (lhm/ftA3)
REAL*4 diameter of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of manifold (ibf/ftA2)
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 capacitance of pipe section
REAL*4 inductance of pipe section
REAL*4 first parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 second parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 third parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fourth parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fifth parameter of pipe description
INTEGER*2 pipe section type
REAL*4 volume of manifold (ft'3)
Local Variables
REAL*4 area of pipe
REAL*4 diameter of pipe
REAL*4 gravitational constant (lhm-ft/ibf-sec'2)
REAL*4 mathematical constant
REAL*4 length of pipe
SUBROUTINE SETPLT








C_AR*I response to question
INTEGER*2 type graphics board installed
INYSGER*2 flag for initialization
INTEGER*2 number of columns in text mode
STSECT






Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 diameter of segment (ft)
INTSGER*2 type plot element
INTEGER*2 pointer to element
REAL*4 length of segment (ft)














Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (lhm/ftA3)
INTEGER*2 unit number of fuel or lox file
REAL*4 bulk modulus of tank (ibf/ftA2)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (ibm/sec)
INTEGER*2 number of tanks
REAL*4 volume of tank (ftA3)
Local Variables
REAL*4 gravitational constant (lhm-ft/ibf-sec'2)
INTSGER*2 do loop index
TSSECT








Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 diameter of tuned stub (ft)
_ER*2 type plot element
_ER*2 pointer to element
REAL*4 length of tuned stub

























Variables in Argument List
INTHGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 type line flag (fuel or lox)
INTEGER*2 tank number
REAL*4 minimum value of x for piping layout window
REAL*4 maximum value of x for piping layout window
REAL*4 minimum value of y for piping layout window














aspect ratio of monitor
intermediate variable
array for line identification
flag for plot routine
starting column for pipe layout plot window
ending column for pipe layout plot window
starting row for pipe layout plot window
ending row for pipe layout plot window
maximum value for x axis
minimum value for x axis
origin of x axis







minimumvalue for x axis
origin of x axis
intermediate variable
_ WINDOW









Variables in Argument List
graphics mode
final x value




















aspect ratio of monitor
flag for plot routine
starting column for surface plot window
ending column for surface plot window
starting row for surface plot window
ending row for surface plot window
maximum value for x axis
minimum value for x axis
origin of x axis
maximum value for y axis
minimum value for y axis
origin of y axis
intermediate variable
F_NCTION XFUN
Parametric function for plotting of bends
Cc_mons ARC(XgN
T
Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 angle in radians
FUNCTION YFUN
Parametric function for plotting of bends
C_m_ons ARCCON
T
Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 angle in radians
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_ ZREAD


























Variables in Argument List
CHAR*I name of input variable
REAL*4 value of input variable
Local Variables
C_R* i ' '
CHAR*I card image
CH_R*I 'E' 'N' 'D'
I I
C_R* 1 ' '
I
CHAR*I 'T', 'I','T' ,'L', 'E'
CRAR*80 card image
CHAR* 1 'E'
REAL*4 fractional part of number




INII_ER*2 do loop index
INTEGER*2 position counter
f_IAR*1 'e '
C_AR*I 'e' 'n' 'd'
t I
CHAR*I 't' 'i' 't' 'i' 'e'
t F I t
CHAR*I '- '
CPI_R*I '0' 'I' '2' '3' '4' '5' '6'





REAL*4 sign of number or exponent
REAL*4 whole part of number
























Program to compute and plot admittance coefficients,
and pressure transfer function
Variable Dimension Version
Tnis program will handle the following type elements
Straight pipes
Bends









INTEGER*4 IXMAX, IYMAX, I
REAL X[__] (:,:),Y[_] (:,:),Z[_] (:,:),





AU_CATE (X(_, r_AX), Y (D_X, r_x), z (De, X, nM_), Smm=-IERR)
ALLOCATE(XF (IXMAX), YF(IYMAX), ZF (IXMAX, IYMAX), STAT=IERR)
IF(IERR.EQ.0) GO TO 22


























To send a plot to the printer
(10X,A) ')















WRITE(*,'(20X,A, I3) ')'Maximum no. of frequencies = ',IXMAX
WRITE(*,' (20X,A, I3) ') 'Maximum points along pipe = ',IYMAX
WRITE(*,*)' '
CALL MAINP (X, Y, Z,XF, YF, ZF, IXMAX, IYMAX)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE MAINP (X, Y, Z, XF, YF, ZF, IXMAX, IYMAX)
Logic portion of code
INTEGER*4 IXMAX, IYMAX
REAL x(D_x,r_x),Y(D_X,r_X), Z (D_X, nMAX)




/EPARAM_, TFLOW (25) ,PCHMB (25) ,DPROR (25), PMRAT (25)
nvn_ S_F(25),S_mF(75,25),NOLn_(25),I_G(25), YmaK(25),
* LOPOLD (25), LOPI_q3 (25)
REAL KMAN(25) ,KTANK(25) ,LFiC_(25) ,L(75,25) ,LFREQ
CC_MON /PARAM/MLINE, SPLIT(25) ,A(25) ,(_AN(25) ,CTANK(25),
* DInS (25), KMAN, KTANK, LFLOW,VOL(25), VOIMF (25),
* AREA (75,25) ,DIA(75,25) ,L, PIND (75,25),
* PCAP (75,25),AVGK(25),
* SB_MNF, SECINF, NOLINE, IENG, ITANK, LOPOLD, LOPPED
COMMON /FOPIPE/PIPEIF (75,25), PIPE2F (75,25) ,PIPE3F (75,25),
* PIPE4F (75, 25), PIPE5F(75,25)
n_n_ S_N,S_n_(150)
COMMON /SEIUP/PIPEI (150) ,PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150), PIPE4 (150),
* N]_G (25),NTANK (25) ,NLINE(25) ,NSP(25) ,NEND(25), ILINE,
* SH_N, SECTN
/wc_x_/_
/_/NSEC (75,25), NI_gS (25)
COMPLEX G(0:75,25),ZT(0:75,25) ,ZG(0:75,25) ,S,GADM(25)
/WORKI/G, ZT, ZG
_/_(75,25)
_ER*2 IHR, IMIN, ISEC, II00, IYR, IMON, IDAY
CHARACTER*2 AM, PM, AP
CHARACTER*40 TITLE
CHARACTER*20 TITL





2 FORMAT(/10X,A//' LINE',' _G.',SX,'_',IIX,']G I',I2X,'G(R)',
* 1IX, 'S(I) '/)
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FORMAT(A20,2X,I2.2, ' : ', I2.2,A2,3X, I2.2, '-' ,I2.2, '-' ,I2.2)
OPEN(UNIT=I7,FORM=' UNFORMATYED' )
OPEN(UNIT=-14,FILE= 'SURF. OUT ')
SFAC=I. 0
WRITE(*, '(A)')' If you want frequency in rad/sec, hit enter.'
!WRITE(*, '(A\) ') ' If you want it in Hertz, enter "H".
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS. HQ. 'H' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'h') SFAC=6.283185
iOPOLD=20
CALL GEITIM (IHR, IMIN, ISEC, II00)
CALL GEIDAT(IYR, IMON, IDAY)
IYR=IYR-1900




IF (IHR. GT. 12) IHR=-IHR-12
_3IF
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Is the engine data on file _G.RI/_. (Y/N) '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'N' .AND.ANS.NE. 'n')
OP_ (UNIT=9, FILE= '_G. RLN ')
ELSE














IF(ANS.EQ. 'F' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'f')
IFUEL=O
IFULOX=I
CALL FUEL (S, GA[_, iI, 16, IGONE)
ELSEIF(ANS. BQ. 'O' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'o')
ILOX--O
I_I/iOX=2
CALL LOX(S, GADM, i0,15, IGONE)
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)' You did not enter F or O. Try again'
GOTO 22
_NDIF










IF (SFAC. _. 1.0)
WRITE(*,*)' _tsr range of frequencies in _d/sec '
_T_E
WRITE(*,*)' Enter range of frequencies in Hertz '
_IF
WRITE(*,*)' Low freq, high freq, #pts'
READ (*,*)LFR_, HFREQ,P_
IF(PTS.LT.I) GO TO 34
IF (PTS.GT. IXMAX)
WRITE (*,*) ' Maximum number of points for this option is IXMAX ='
* IXMAX
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Do you want PI_ reduced to IXMAX?. Y or N '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'N'.OR.ANS.EQ. 'n') GO TO 34
PTS=IXMAX
_DIF
IF (LFREQ. EQ. 0.0) 12REQ=I. 0E-5
SSIZE=O. 0
IF(PTS.NE. i) SSIZ_ (HFREQ-I2REQ) / (PTS-I)
IF(ISIZ.NE. 0) THEN
WRITE (*, '(A\) ')' Do you wish to change segments of sections? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS









IF (SECINF (I,IP).LE. i) TH_q
WRITE(*,' (A,FI0.5,A\)') ' How many segments should this',
* L(I,IP),' ft. long section be broken into? '
READ (*,*)NSEC (I,IP)
IF (NSEC(I, IP) .LE.I) NSEC (I,IP)=2







WRITE(*,*)' Too many segments ',ISIZ





IF(SPLIT(J) .IZ.0) GO TO 30
ISIZZ=ISIZ




IF (SECINF (I, IP) .LE. i)
WRITE(*, '(A,FI0.5,A\) ') ' HOW many segments should this',
* L(I,IP),' ft. long section be broken into? '
READ (*, *)NSEC (I, IP)
IF(NSEC(I, IP) .LE. I) NSEC (I, IP) =2
ELSEIF (SECTNF (I, IP). EQ. 2)
NSEC (I, IP)=2
ELSE
NSEC (I, IP) =2
I_DIF
ISIZ=ISIZ+NSEC (I, IP)
IF (ISIZ. GT. IYMAX)
WRITE(*,*) ' Too many segments ',ISIZ








IF (IOP_]% NE. 0.AND. LOPEND (1) .NE. i)
WRITE(13,*) ' '
WRITE(13,*) ' '
WRITE (13, *) TITLE
WRITE(13,*) ' '
ENDIF





IF (IFUEL. EQ. 0) CALL FUEL (S, GADM, II, 16, IGONE)
IF (ILOX. EQ. 0) CALL LOX (S, GADM, i0,15, IGONE)




Y (K, I) =CABS (GADM(I))
IF(I_G(I) .NE.0) THEN
IP--IP+I




WRITE(*,' (A\) ') ' Do you wish to plot piping & admittances?
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
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CIF(ANS. EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'y')
c_L ALU_(X,Y, Z(i,i),Z(1,3),P_, _,_MAX, IFU_X)
_DIF
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Do you wish to plot surfaces? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y'.OR.ANS.EQ.'y') _m_
CALL PLOTSU (X,Y, Z,XF, YF, ZF, PTS, IXMAX, IYMAX, IFdLOX, MLINE*M_G)
_qDIF
WRITE(*, '(A\) ')' DO you wish to plot contours? '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF (ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y')
CALL PLTCON (X,Y,Z,XF, YF, ZF,PTS, IXMAX, IYMAX, IFULOX, _*_)
_NDIF
34 CONTINIYE
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Enter E to exit, F to run new frequency range, or
* C to run a new case '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.BQ. 'F'.OR.ANS._Q. 'f') GO TO 25
IF(ANS. EQ. 'E' .OR.ANS. BQ. 'e')
_(ANS._.'C'.OR._S._.'c') TH_
WRITE(*,' (A\) ')' DO you wish to modify engine file.? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.BQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'y')
CALL MODENG (JUNIT, NAMENG)
ELSE
WRITE(*, '(A\) ')' DO you wish to rewind engine file.? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS




IF (I__OX. _. i)
CALL FUEL(S,GADM, ii, 16, IGONE)
ELSE
CALL LOX(S,GADM, I0, 15,IGONE)
_DIF




WRITE(*,*)' You did not enter E, F, or C. Try again.'
GO TO 34
_D




INTEGER*2 IHR, IMIN, IYR, IMON, IDAY
CHARACTER*2 AP
COMMON IWCATITITITLE,TITL,IHR,IMIN ,AP,IYR,IM_ ,IDAY















CALL QXAXIS (XMIN,XMAX, XMAJ, 0,-i, 2)
IF (SFAC.BQ. I) THEN
CALL QPTXTA(20, 'Frequency - rad/sec ',7)
ELSE
CALL QPTXTA(20,' Frequency - Hertz ',7)
ENDIF
CALL QYAXIS (YMIN,YMAX, YMAJ, 0,0,0)
CALL QPIDCID(8, 'Adm. ',7)
CALL QYAXIS (YMIN,YMAX, YMAJ, 0,-i, 2)
m_D
SUBROUTINE ADMIT (S,GAEM, A, ARFA, (IMAN,CTANK, DPROR, L,I/ICX4,PMRAT,
* SEGMN, SI_/I_,SPLIT, LOPPED, PCAP, PIND, II_G, TFI/DW,
* NOLINE, IP, ILINE)
Determines admittance looking toward tank
C}{ARACTER*40 TITLE
CHARACTER*20 TITL
INTEGER*2 IHR, IMIN, IYR, IMON, IDAY
CHARACTER* 2 AP
/WCATIT/TITLE, TITL, IHR, IMIN,AP, IYR, IMON, IDAY
INYEGER SEC_4N(25),SECTN(75,25)
INTEGER IENG(25),NOLINE(25)
REAL AREA(75,25) ,PCAP(75,25) ,PIND(75,25) ,5(75,25) ,I/I/3W,ZO(75,25),
* CI_%N(25),DPROR(25) ,PMRAT(25), ZOR(25) ,TFLOW(25)
_LEX G(0:75,25) ,ZT(0:75,25) ,ZG(0:75,25) ,GOLD(0:75,25) ,GADM(25),
* S, ZGEFF, ZTEFF
_N /WORKI/G, ZT, ZG
Oae N IWORTelZO
COMMON /FACTOR/SFAC
















ZO(I,J) =ZTOP/AREA (I, J)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I, J). EQ. 7) THEN
ZO(I,J)=0.0
ELSE
ZO (I,J)=SQRT (mIND (I,J)/PCAP (I,J))
_DIF
21 CONTINUE
IF(I_G(J) .NE. 0) THEN
I_I_G (J)
ZOR (J)=2.0*DPROR (IE)/LFLOW
IF (J. EQ. IP.AND. SPLIT. EQ. 0.0)
_%SS--TFI/DW (IE)
ELSEIF (J.NE. IP)





IF (TCOUNr. BQ. 0.0) TCOUNT=-I. 0
G (0, IP) =CTANK*S
S(0,
ZT(0, IP) =i. 0/S(0, IP)
DO 31 KI/3OP=I,LOP_D
DO 25 J=IP, IP+SPLIT
IF (J. NE. IP)
G (0, J) =G (SEGMN (IP) ,IP)




IF (SECTN (I,J) .LE. i)





IF (KifX3P. NE. i.AND. SPLIT. NE. 0.AND. J. NE. IP.AND. I. EQ. i)
ZGEFF=-0.0
DO 23 K=IP+I, IP+SPLIT
I_IENG (K)
IF(K.BQ.J) THEN





_EF_G (Stain (_), _) +ZGZFW
_NDIF
G(I,J) =(i. 0+CTANH (S*TL) / (ZGEFF*ZO (I,J)) )/ (i. 0+ZGEFF*
ZO (I, J) *CTANH (S*TL))
ELSEIF (SECIN (I, J). EQ. 2)
inline resonator
S(I,J) =l. 0+PCAP (I, J) *S/ZGEFF
ELSEIF (SECTN (I, J). EQ. 3)
tuned stub





ELSEIF (SECTN (I, J). BQ. 4)
helmholtz resonator
S(I, J)=i. O+S*PCAP (I, J) / (i. O+PIND (I, J) *PCAP (I, J) *S*,2)/ZGEFF
ELSEIF (SECTN (I, J) .EQ. 5)
parallel resonator
G (I, J) =PIND (I, J) *PCAP (I, J) *S*,2+I. 0
G(I,J)=G(I,J) / (G (I, J) +PIND(I,J)*S*ZGEFF)
ELSEIF (SECI_ (I, J) .EQ. 6)
pump
G(I,J) = (i. O+PCAP (I, J) *S/ZGEFF) / (i. O+ (PIND (I,J) *S+
* AREA(I,J) )* (PCAP (I, J)*S+ZGEFF) )
ELSEIF (SECIN (I, J). EQ.7)
S (SE_4N (J), J) =I. _ (J) *S/ZGEFF
ENDIF
G (I,J) =G (I,J) *ZGEFF
ZT(I,J) =i. 0/S(I,J)
24 CONTINUE
IF(SPLIT.NE.0.0.AND.J.EQ.IP) GO TO 25
G (SEG_N (J) +I, J) =i. 0/(i. 0+ZOR (J) *G (SEGMN (J), J) )
G (SEE_4N (J) +i, J) =G (SE_R_(J) +l, J) *G (SEE_4N (J) ,J)
25 CONTINUE
DO 28 J=IP+SPLIT, IP,-I
IF (J. EQ. IP.AND. SPI/T.NE. 0.0)
LOPHI=SE_4N (J)
ELSE
ZG (SEGMN (J) -I, J) =ZOR CJ) / (ZOR (J) *C_4AN (J) *S+l. 0)
LOPHI=SEGMN (J) -2
ENDIF
IF (LOPHI.NE. 0) THEN
DO 27 I=LOPHI,I,-I











RHS= (ZOEFF+ZGEFF) * (i. 0-CAPN*CAPM*CFAC) *CEXP (S* ZLP/A)
CFAC=CAPN*CFAC*CEXP (2.0*S* ZLP/A)
ZG (0, K) = (RHS-ZOEFF* (I. 0-CFAC) )/ (I. 04CFAC)














IF (SECTN (I+l, J) .LE. i)
bend in pipe or straight section




RHS= (ZOEFF+ZGEFF) * (i. 0-CAPN*CAPM*CFAC) *CEXP (S*ZI2/A)
CFAC=CAPN*CFAC*CEXP (2.0 *S* ZLP/A)
ZG (I, J) = (RHS-ZOEFF* (i. 0-CFAC) )/ (i. O+CFAC)
ELSEIF(SECTN(I+I,J) .EQ.2) TH_N
inline resonator
ZG (I, J) =ZGEFFI (ZGEFF*PCAP (I+l, J) *S+I. 0)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I+l, J). BQ. 3)
tuned stub
ZG (I, J)=ZOEFF/CTANH (S*SQR_ (PIND (I+l, J)*PCAP (I+l, J) ))
ZG (I,J) =(ZG(I,J) *ZGEFF) / (ZG (I, J) +ZGEFF)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I+l, J). EQ. 4)
helmholtz resonator
ZG (I, J) = (i. 0+mIND (I+l, J) *PCAP (I+l, J) *S*,2) I (PCAP (I+l, J) *S)
ZG(I,J) =(ZG (I,J) *ZGEFF) / (ZG(I,J) +ZGEFF)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I+l, J). _Q. 5)
parallel resonator
ZG (I, J) =ZGEFF+PIND (I+l, J) *S/(PIND (I+l, J) *PCAP (I+l, J) *S*,2+
• 1.0)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I+l, J). EQ. 6)
pump
ZG (I, J) =ZGEFF+PIND (I+l, J) *S-AREA (I+l, J)









GDIF=CAES (GOLD (I, J) )
IF(GDIF.NE. 0.0) GDIF=-ABS (GDIF-CABS (G (I, J) ))/GDIF
IF (GDIF. GT. ERRP) THEN
ERRP=GDIF
_--CABS (S (I, J) )




GOLD (I, J) =G (I,J)
29
3O CONTINUE
IF(KLOOP.GT.I.AND.ERRP.LT.0.001) GO TO 32
31 CONTINUE
IF(LOPE]_D.EQ.I) GO TO 32
IF (IOP_. EQ. 0) THEN








WRITE(13,'(" jw='',F8.1,'' after'',I3,'' iterations'',
, '' has error of'',F8.3,''% '')')
, AIMAG (S) /SFAC, IOP_D, i00.0*ERRP
WRITE(13,' (10X, '' I=' ',I3,3X,' 'J=' ',I3,3X,'' IGI=' ',IPEI2.4,3X,
, ,,iGomi=,,,E12.4),)_,_,_,w_m
32 CONTINUE
DO 35 J=IP, IP+SPLIT











G (I ,J) =RATPM*G (I, J)
34 CONTINUE
IF(J.EQ.IP.AND.SPLIT.NE.0.0) GO TO 35




SUBROLrfINE AII/_ (XP, YP, X, Y, PTS, IXMAX, IYMAX, IFULOX)
Supervises plot of admittance after calculations
INTEGER*2 PTS
INTEGER*4 IXMAX, IYMAX
COMMON /NOCOL/MODE, MODET, NTROWS, NTCOLS, NPROWS, NPCDLS
RmL xcm_) ,Y(_S) ,Xp(me_X,rg_X) ,_(_,r_x)
IGO=0
21 CONTINUE
CALL FLPLOT (IFULOX, IPLOT, IGO)
IF (IPLOT. EQ. 0)
DO 22 I=I,PTS
X (I) =XP (I, IPLOT)





















SUBROUTINE B_DS (PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4 ,VALUE, DIME)
Ccmputes effective straight pipe for bend
REAL LB_
LB_N]3=0.0174533*PIPEI*ABS (PIPE2)
RATIO= (PIPEI-0.5*PIPE3) / (PIPE1+0.5*PIPE3)
CALL GINERT (ABS (PIPE2) ,RATIO,Y)
_= (LB_qD+Y*PIPE3)/LB_D
VALUE=GA_* (I/3_gD+2.0*PIPE4)
DIME=PIPE3 / (GAMMA) **0.25
RETJRN
SUBROUTINE BNSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4)
Ccmputes plot coordinates for a bend
COMMON /piPPXY/X, XH, XL, y, yH, YL, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, SINA, COSA
/ARCCON/XC, YC, RAD, ANG, ANGLE
REAL POINT (8,200)
INTEGER*2 ITYPE (200)
first straight section of bend
IF (PIPE4.NE. 0.0) CALL STSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, PIPE4, PIPE3 )
curved section of bend




















POINT (4 ,J) =ANG















































































XMIN=AMINI (X,XL, XH, XMIN)
XMAX=AMAXl (X,XL, XH, XMAX)
YMIN=AMINI (Y,YL, YH, YMIN)
YMAX=AMAXl (Y,YL, YH, YMAX)
REEm_
_D
Ca_W_X FUNC_ON O_SH (S)




















Evaluates the complex hyperbolic tangent








COMMON /EPARAM/M_qG,TFLOW(25) ,P(_MB(25) ,DPROR(25) ,PMRAT(25)
READ (_, *)ME_G
IF (MI_G.GT. 25) THEN
WRITE(*,*) ' _ of engines must be less than 25'
STOP
_DIF
IF (MENG.LE. 0) M_G=I
DO 21 I=I,M_qG




FLPLOT (inmox, n_or, IGO)
Supervises plot of piping
/EPARAM/MING,TFLOW(25) ,PCHMB (25) ,DPROR(25), PMRAT(25)
INTEGER SE_qF (25),SECTNF(75,25) ,NOLINE(25) ,I_G(25), ITANK(25),
, LOPOLD (25),LOPI_D (25)
REAL KMAN(25),KTANK(25),LFLOW(25),L(75,25)
COMMON /PARAM/MLINE, SPLIT(25),A(25),CMAN(25),CTANK(25),
, D_S(25) ,KMAN,KTANK,I/7_OW,VOL(25) ,VOI/4F(25),
• AREA (75,25) ,DIA(75,25) ,L,PIND(75,25),
• PCAP (75,25),AVGK (25),
• SEK_F, SECTNF, NOLINE, I_G, ITANK, LOPOLD, LOPI_D
/FOPIPE/PIPEIF(75,25) ,PIPE2F(75,25) ,PIPE3F(75,25),
• PIPE4F (75,25) ,PIPE5F(75,25)
INT_ER SE_N, SECTN (150)
_N /SEFOP/PIPEI (150),PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150) ,PIPE4 (150),
, N_K_(25) ,NTANK(25),NLINE(25),NSP(25),NI_qD(25), ILINE,
• SE_4N, SECTN











































COMPLEXG(0:75,25) ,ZT(0:75,25) ,ZG(0:75,25) ,S
C_@_N/WORKI/G, ZT,
COMMON /WORK2/ZO (75,25)
CCMPIZX I/ITIN, CAI_,CAPN, ZFAC,TOP,BOITCM,PRAT
COMMON /INTVAL/NSEC(75,25),NPTS(25)
COMMON /EPARAM/MI_G, TFIOW (25),PCHMB (25),DPROR (25), PMRAT (25)




* D_S (25),KMAN, KTANK, LFLOW, VOL (25),VOIMF (25),
* AREA(75,25),DIA(75,25),L,PIND(75,25),
* PCAP (75,25),AVGK (25),
* SE_MNF, SECTNF, NOLINE, I_gG, ITANK, LOPOLD, LOPPED
OOMMON /FOPIPE/PIPEIF(75,25) ,PIPE2F(75,25) ,PIPE3F(75,25),
* PIPE4F (75,25), PIPE5F (75,25)
INYSGER SE_N, SECIN (150)
OOMMON /SEII/P/PIPEI (150) ,PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150) ,PIPE4 (150),
* NI_G(25) ,NTANK(25) ,NLINE (25) ,NSP(25), NI_N73(25), ILINE,
* SEQMN, SECTN
INTEGER*4 IYMAX









IF (SPLIT (KK).EQ. 0) ISTAEI_-ISTART-I
DO 22 I=ISTART, i,-I
CAPN= (ZO (I,IP) -ZT (I-l, IP) )/(ZO (I,IP)+ZT (I-l, IP) )




ZFAC=ZO (I, IP) / (ZO (I, IP) +ZG (I, IP) )
LSEC=NSEC (I, IP)
DX=0.0
IF (SECqNF (I, IP) .EQ. 3.OR. SECI%rF(I, IP) .EQ.4)
DX=DIA (I, IP) / (LSEC-I)
ELSE
DX=L(I, IP) / (LSEC-I)
I_'DIF
BOTIDM=I. 0-CAR_*CAPN*CEXP (-2.0*LITII_*L (I, IP) )
DO 21 J=I,LSEC
X--DX*(J-i)
IF(SECTNF(I, IP) .GT. 1.AND. SECINF(I, IP) .LT. 6)
IF (J.EQ.LSEC) PRAT=ZT (I-l, IP) / (ZT(I-I, IP) +ZG (I, IP) )
ELSE




























CAPN= (ZO (I, IP) -ZT (I-l, IP) )/ (ZO (I, IP) +ZT (I-l, IP) )
CAR_ (ZO(I,IP)-ZG (I,IP))/ (ZO(I,IP)+ZGCI,IP))
ZFA_ZO (I, IP) / (ZO (I, IP) +ZG (I, IP) )
LSEC=NSEC (I, IP)
DX=0.0
IF(SECINF(I,IP) .BQ.3.0R.SECINF(I, IP) ._.4) TH_q
DX=DIA (I, IP) / (LSEC-I)
ELSE
DX=L(I, IP) / (LSEC-I)
ENDIF











IF (SECTNF(I, IP) .GT. I.AND.SECTNF (I, IP) .LT. 6)
IF(J.EQ.LSEC) PRAT=ZT(I-I,IP) / (ZT(I-I,IP)+ZG(I,IP))
ELSE






ZF (S) =CABS (PRAT)
YF (M)--SUMX
ELSE
IF (I. EQ. SE_4NF (IP)-i)









YF (M)=YF (M-l) +DXHOLD (I)
CDNTINUE
IF(K. EQ. I) NFI_ (IPP) =M





IF(K. EQ. i) NPI_ (IPP) =M




FUEL (S, GF, IUNIT, _, IGONE)




* LOPOLD (25), LOPE_3 (25)
REAL KMAN(25),KTANK(25),LFIOW(25),L(75,25)
/PARAM/MLINE, SPLIT (25) ,A(25), (3MAN (25), CTANK(25),
* D_S (25) ,KMAN, KTANK, LFLOW,VOL(25) ,VOLMF(25),
* AREA(75,25),DIA(75,25) ,L, PIND(75,25),
* PCAP (75,25) ,AVGK(25),
* SE_MN, SECTN, NOLINE, I_G, ITANK, IDPOLD, LOPI_D
OOMMON /FOPIPE/PIPEI (75,25) ,PIPE2 (75,25) ,PIPE3 (75,25),
* PIPE4 (75,25), PIPE5 (75,25)
(_%RACTER*24 FUELIN, NAMLIN (2)
COMMON IWCAOUTINAML
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CALL RLINE (TITL,SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AP/A, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOP_qD, LOPOLD, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A, CMAN, CTANK, DENS, KMAN, KTANK, LFLOW, VOL, VOI/KF,NOLINE, IENG, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP
WRITE (II/NITP)PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5
WRITE(*, '(A\) ')QUEST1 (ITLIN)
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS .I_. 'Y' .OR. ANS .EQ. 'y') THEN
CALL MODIFY (TITL,SE(_, SECI_, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPPED, LOPOLD, SPLIT, 170NIT,
* A, (_AN, CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, LFI£_, VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, I_9_G,ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP
WRITE (IUNITP) PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5
_NDIF





CALL ADMIT(S,GF,A(IT),AREA, CMAN, CTANK(IT),DIe, OR,
* L,LFLOW (IT) ,I_MRAT,SEQ_N, S_9N,
, _L_(1), rOPeD (1),PCAP,P_D, I_S,TnmW,
* NOLINE, IP, ILINE)
IP=im+SPLIT (1)+i
_LS_F(ICmm_ ._. i) Tm_
WRITE(*, '(A\)')Q[_ST2(ITLIN)
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS .EQ. 'y')
CALL MODIFY (TITL, SB_4N, SECIN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPEND, LOPOLD, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A, CMAN, CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, I/LOW, VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, I_G, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP
WRITE (IUNITP) PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPED, PIPFA, PIPE5
ELSE
WRITE(*, '(A\)' )QUESF3 (ITLIN)
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS .EQ. 'y') REWIND IUNIT
CALL _ (TITL, SE_4N, SECIN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOP_, LOPOLD, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A,CMAN, CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, LFI£_, VOL, VOI/KF,NOLINE, I_G, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP
WRITE (IUNITP) PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5
WRITE (*,*)QUESTI (n_XN)
WRITE(*,' (A\) ')' if not, press enter key. '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
WRITE(*,*)' '
IF(ANS .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS .EQ. 'y')
21
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CCALL M_DDIFY (TITL, SEGMN, SECI_, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPPED, LOPOLD, SPLIT, _,
* A, C_KAN, CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, LFI/DW, VOL, VOLMF, NOLINE, II_4G,ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP







SUBROUTINE GETLIN(IFULOX, IPLOT, IGO)
Determines line to be plotted
/EPARAM/MI_G, TFLOW(25) ,P(_9_ (25), DPROR(25), PMRAT (25)
INTEGER SEGMNF(25), SECINF(75,25),NOLINE(25), II_G(25),ITANK(25),
* LOPOLD (25), LOPEND (25)
REAL KMAN(25) ,KTANK(25) ,LFLOW(25) ,L(75,25)
(33MM_N /PARAM/MLINE, SPLIT(25) ,A(25) ,CMAN(25) ,CTANK(25) _
* D_S (25) ,KMAN, KTANK, LFLOW,VOL(25) ,VOI_MF (25),
* AREA(75,25) ,DIA(75, 25) ,L,PIND(75,25),
* PCAP (75,25),AVGK (25),
* SB_4NF, SECINF, NOLINE, I_G, ITANK, LOPOLD, LOP_D
/FOPIPE/PIPEIF (75,25) ,PIPE2F(75,25), PIPE3F(75,25),
* PIPE4F (75,25), PIPE5F (75,25)
INTSGER SE_4N, SECTN (150)
CC_MON /SEFJP/PIPEI (150) ,PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150) ,PIPE4 (150),







N_G (XL_E) =I_G (_)






























WRITE(*,*)' The following FUEL lines my be plotted'
WRITE(*, '(/" Line # Tank # Engine #' 'I) ')
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)' The following LOX lines may be plotted'
WRITE(*,'(/'' Line # Tank # Engine #''/)')
ENDIF
DO 24 I=l, ILINE
WRITE(*,' (I5, Ii0, Ill) ')I,NTANK (I) ,N_G(I)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE(*, '(/'' Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot "\)')
READ (*,*)IPLOT
IF (IPLOT. LE. 0)
IF (IPIDT. GT. ILINE)






SU_R0trfINE GETZF (Y, Z,YF, ZF, IXMAX, IYMAX, IPTS, JPI_, IFOLOX, IPIET, IGO)
Determines pressure transfer function to be plotted
CO_V_N /EPARAM/MI_G, TFLOW(25), PCHMB (25), DFROR(25), PMPAT (25)
INTEGER SE_4NF(25), SECINF(75,25) ,NOIINF(25) ,I_2_GF(25) ,ITANKF(25),
* LOPOLF (25), LDPI_/F (25)
R_L EM_F(25),ETA_(25),LFLOWF(25),LF(V5,25)
CIAMMf_ /PARAM/M//NEF, SPLITF(25),AF(25),_4ANF(25),CTANKF(25),
* DENSF (25) ,KMANF,KTANKF, _,VOLF (25) ,VOLMFF(25),
* AREAF (75,25),DIAF(75,25),LF, PINDF(75,25),
* PCAPF (75,25) ,AVGKF(25),
* SE_F, SECTNF, NOLINF, II_GF, ITANKF, LOPOLF, LOP_IqF
nn_sER S_MN, S_n_(150)
COMMON /SETUP/PIPE1 (150),PIPE2 (150),PIPE3 (150),PIPE4 (150),
* N_lqG (25) ,NTANK(25) ,NLINE(25) ,NSP (25) ,N_lqD(25), ILIIqE,
* SEGMN, SECTN
OregON /D_VAL/NS_US, 25) ,NP_(25)
INTEGER*4 IXMAX, IYMAX
REAL YF(IYMAX), ZF(IXMAX, IYMAX),Y(IYMAX),Z(IYMAX)
REWIND 17













IF (J. EQ.JLIN) THEN
DO 21 K=I,IYMAX










SUBROUTINE GINEK£ (BE_D, X, Y)
Evaluates curve fit of inertance of bends
DIME2_SION B(3)
DATA B/0.0, 0.7877014E-02, -0.2814679E-04/
A=B (I)+ (B (2)+B(3) *BEND) *BE_qD
Y=A* (X-I. 0) **2
REYORN
HHSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, LE_, DIA, VOL)
Computes plot ooordinates for Helmholtz resonator
COMMON /PIPPXY/X, _, XL, Y, YH, YL, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, SINA, COSA










DIAM=SQ_ ((XH-XL) **2+ (YH-YL) *'2)























mamOUnNE ZOWE_ (LFREQ, mm_, ADMMAX)
Sets up lower plotting window























IF (MODE. EQ. 16)







CALL QPLOT (JCOLI, JODL2,31RCMI, JRDW2, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX,
* XORG, YORG, IOPT, YOVERX, ASPECT)
IF (MODE.NE. 6) THEN
CALL QPREG (0,ADMBAC)
I_B3IF
CALL QSEIX]P (0,ADMLIN, -2, A[IMLIN)
_CD
SUBROUTINE LOX(S,GOX, IUNIT, IUNITP, IGONE)
Handles lox piping logic
GOX (25) ,S
O3MFDN /EPARAM/M_G,TFLOW(25) ,PCI9_(25) ,DPROR(25) ,PMRAT(25)
INTEGER SEGMN(25), SECTN(75,25) ,NOLIICE(25), II_G(25), ITANK(25),
* LOPOLD (25), LOPEND (25)
REAL KMAN(25) ,KTANK(25) ,LFiCX4(25) ,L(75,25)
OOMFDN /PARAM/MLH2{E,SPLIT(25) ,A(25) ,(_4AN(25) ,CTANK(25),
* D_S (25), KMAN,KTANK, LFIC_,VOL (25) ,VOIMF(25),
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C* AREA(75,25), DIA(75,25), L, PIND(75,25),
* PCAP(75,25) ,AVGK(25),
* SEGMN,SECIN,NOLINE,I_G, ITANK,LOPOLD,LOP_ND
COMMON/FOPIPE/PIPEI (75,25), PIPE2 (75,25), PIPE3 (75,25),
* PIPE4 (75,25), PIPE5 (75,25)




WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Is the lox file name LOX.RI/_?. (Y/N) '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'N' .AND.ANS.NE. 'n')
OPEN (UNIT=IUNIT, FIIZ= 'LOX. RIN ')
NAMLIN (2) =' LOX. RI/N'
ELSE





OP_ (IUNITP, FORM= 'UNFORMATIID ')
_DIF
CALL FULOX (S, GOX, SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5,
* A, AREA, AVGK, CMAN, CTANK, D_S, DIA, I_G, IGONE, ITANK,
* IUNIT, IUNITP, KMAN, KTANK, L, LOPHh_3, LOPOLD, LFLOW, MLINE, NOLINE, PCAP,
* PIND, SPLIT,VOL,VOLMF, 2)
RETURN
SUBROUTINE MOD_G (IUNIT, NAMSNG)
Modifies engine parameters





DATA VARL/' tflow ''pc/nmb, ''dpror, '/
DATA VARU/'TFLOW ', '_ ', 'DPROR '/
DO 25 J=I,MENG
WRITE(*, ' (A,A, I3,A\) ') ' Do you wish to change flow conditions ',
* 'for engine #',J, '? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS




WRITE(*,*) ' VARIABLE NAMES AND VALUES'
WRITE(*,*)' '
WRITE(*, '(A, IPEI5.5) ') ' TFLOW - total mass flow (ibm/sec) ',
* TFLOW (J)
WRITE(*, '(A, IPEI5.5)') ' _ - chamber pressure (ibf/ft_2) ',
* P(_MB (J)




CWRITE(*,*) ' Enter variable nameand new value, or'
WRITE(*,*) ' # to print variable names & values, or'
WRITE(*,*) ' _ when all changes have been made'
WRITE(*,*)' '
22 (_DNTINI/E
WRITE(*, '(A\) ') ' Enter variable name and new value, E_D, or # '
CALL ZREAD (NAME,VAIZE)
IF (NAME. EQ. '#') GO TO 21
IF (NAME. EQ. 'END'.OR.NAME.EQ. 'end') GO TO 25
DO 23 II=l,3
I=II
IF(NAME.EQ.VARU(I) .OR.NAME._.VARL(I) ) GO TO 24
23





IF (I.E_. 3) DPROR (J) =VAI//E
PMRAT (J)=PCHMB (J)/TFIDW (J)
GO TO 22
25 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,' (A\)')' Do you wish to save these changes? Y or N '
PFAD(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y') REIDRN
WRITE(*, '(A,A,A\) ') ' Do you wish to use file ',_,
* '? Y orN '
READ(*, '(a) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y') THEN
WRITE(*, ' (A\) ') ' Enter name of file to use '
READ(*, '(A) ')NAMENG
C SE (UNn -r aT)
OPEN (UNIT=-IUNIT, _)
ELSE
WRITE(*,' (A,A,A\) ') ' Do you wish to rewind ',_,
* '? Y orN '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS








SUBROUTINE MODIFY (TITL, SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L, AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPEh_3, LOPOLD, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A, CMAN, CTANK, DENS, KMAN, KTANK, LFI£_, VOL, VOLMF, NOLINE, IENG, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
Allows modifications to input data
_N /EPARAM/MENG,TFLOW(25) ,PCHMB(25),DPROR(25) ,PMRAT(25)






REAL PIPE1 (75,25) ,PIPE2 (75,25) ,PIPE3 (75,25) ,PIPE4 (75,25),
* PIPE5 (75,25)
INTEGER SE_qN(25) ,SECTN(75,25)
INTEGER ITANK(25) ,I_G(25) ,LOPOI/3(25) ,LOP_qD(25) ,NOLINE(25)
REAL A(25), CTANK(25) ,DENS (25) ,KTANK(25), (_%N(25) ,KMAN(25),





3 FORMAT(' This segment is a bend of', IPEI3.5,' deg and radius of',
* El3.5)
4 FORMAT(' This segment is straight ' IPEI3.5 ' diameter pipe 'I I
* E13.5,' ft. long')
' vol.'5 FORMAT (' This segment is a manifold with', IPEI3.5,
* E13.5, ' bulk modulus')
6 FORMAT (' This segment is a pump with length =' IPEI3.5, ' dia ='• I
* EI3.5/5X, 'dp/dm =' ,E13.5, ' capacitance =' ,E13.5,
* ' inu_/ctance =' ,E13.5)
7 FORMAT(' This segment is a tuned pipe ',IPEI3.5,' long & dia =',
* El3.5)
8 FORMAT(' Tnis segment is a Helmholtz resonator with'/5X, 'length ='
* ,IPEI3.5,' dia =',E13.5,' and vol =',E13.5)
9 FORMAT (' This segment is a parallel resonator with'/SX, 'length =',
* IPEI3.5,' dia =',E13.5,' and vol =',E13.5)
I0 FORMAT(' %T_is segment is a',IPEI3.5,' long inline acc. with',






WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Do you wish to change tank parameters? '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.HQ. 'Y'.OR.ANS.EQ. 'y') THEN
CALL MODTAN (MTANK, VOL, LFLOW, KTANK, D_S, A, CTANK)
_NDIF
WRITE(*,' (A\)')' Do you wish to change the pipe layout? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS













IF (SECTN (I,IPP) .HQ.0)
WRITE (*,3)PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE1 (I,IPP)
ELSEIF (SEL-TN(I,IPP). EQ. i) THEN
WRITE(*, 4)PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE1 (I,IPP)
ELSEIF(SECIN(I,IPP) .EQ.2) THIIg
WRITE(*, i0)PIPE1 (I,IMP), PIPE2 (I,IPP)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I,IPP) .EQ. 3)
WRITE (*,7)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I,IPP) ._Q.4)
WRITE(*, 8)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP) ,PIPE] (I,IPP)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I,IPP). EQ. 5)
WRITE(*, 9)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE3 (I,IPP)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I,IPP). EQ. 6)
WRITE(*, 6)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE3 (I,IPP),
PIPE4 (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I,IPP). EQ. 7)
WRITE(*, 5)PIPE1 (I,IPP) ,PIPE2 (I,IPP)
_DIF
WRITE(*,' (A\) ')' You may keep (K), modify (Y), delete
' add before (B), or add after (A)? '
READ(*,'(A)')ANS
IF (ANS.EQ. 'A'.OR.ANS.EQ. 'a')
I=I+l
DO 21 III=ISE_4N,I,-I
PIPE1 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE1 (III,IPP)
PIPE2 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE2 (III,IPP)
PIPE3 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE3 (III,IPP)
PIPE4 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE4 (III,IPP)
PIPE5 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE5 (III, IPP)
L (III+l, IPP) =L (III, IPP)
DIA (III+l, IPP)=DIA (III,IPP)
AREA(III+I, IPP)=AREA(III, IPP)
PCAP (III+l, IPP)=PCAP (III, IPP)
PIND (III+l, IPP)=PIND (III, IPP)




ELSEIF(ANS. EQ. 'B' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'b') THUg
DO 22 III=ISEGMN, I,-I
PIPE1 (III+l, IPP)=PIPE1 (III, IPP)
PIPE2 (III+l, IPP)=PIPE2 (III, IPP)
PIPE3 (III+l, IPP)=PIPE3 (III, IPP)
PIPE4 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE4 (III,IPP)
PIPE5 (III+l, IPP)=PIPE5 (III,IPP)
L(III+I, IPP) =L(III, IPP)
DIA (III+l, IPP) =DIA (III,IPP)
AREA (III+l, IPP) =AREA (III,IPP)
PCAP (III+l, IPP)=PCAP (III,IPP)
PIND (III+l, IPP)=PIND (III, IPP)











ELSEIF(ANS.EQ. 'D' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'd') THEN
DO 23 III=I,ISEGMN
PIPE1 (III,IPP) =PIPE1 (III+l, IPP)
PIPE2 (III,IPP) =PIPE2 (III+l, IPP)
PIPE3 (III,IPP)=PIPE3 (III+l, IPP)
PIPE4 (III,IPP)=PIPE4 (III+l, IPP)
PIPE5 (III,IPP)=PIPE5 (III+l, IPP)
L (III, IPP)=L (III+l, IPP)
DIA (III, IPP)--DIA(III+l, IPP)
AREA (III, IPP)=AREA (III+l, IPP)
PCAP (III, IPP)=PCAP (IIl+l, IPP)
PIND (III, IPP) =PIND (III+l, IPP)








WRITE(*,*)' Specify 0 for B_D,
WRITE(*,*) ' 2 for INLINE ACCUM.,
WRITE(*,*)' 4 for HELMHOLTZ RES.,
WRITE(*,*) ' 6 for PUMP,
READ(*,*) SECT




WRITE(*,*)' RADIUS of bend along CL(ft), ANGLE of bend(deg),'
WRITE(*,*)' DIAMETER(ft), and _(ft) beyond bend of pipe'
READ (*,*)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP)
CALL RIXPE (SECI_ (I,IPP), PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP),
PIPE3 (I,IPP),PIPE4 (I,IPP),PIPE5 (I,IPP),L(I, IPP),
AREA(I, IPP) ,DIA(I, IPP) ,PIND(I, IPP) ,PCAP (I,IPP),
AVGK (M) ,D_S (IT),(IMAN(IPP) ,KMAN(IPP) ,VOLMF(IPP) )
_S_F(SECT._. i) TH_
straight section
WRITE(*,*)' Specify LENGTH (ft) and DIAMETER (ft) of segment'
READ(*,*) PIPEI(I,IPP) ,PIPE2 (I,IPP)
CALL RIXPE(SECTN(I, IPP),PIPEI(I,IPP),PIPE2 (I,IPP),
PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP) ,L(I, IPP),
AREA (I,IPP), DIA(I, IPP), PIND (I,IPP), PCAP (I,IPP),
AVGK (M) ,DI_S (IT),CMAN(IPP) ,KMAN(IPP) ,VOLMF(IPP) )
ELSEIF (SECT.EQ. 2)
inline accumulator
WRITE(*,*)' Specify LENGIH (ft) & DIAMETER (ft) of',
' accumulator '
READ(*,*) PIPEI(I,IPP),PIPE2(I,IPP)
CALL RTYPE(SECIN(I, IPP) ,PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP),
PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPFA (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP) ,L(I, IPP),
1 for STRAIGHT pipe,'
3 for _ SqI/B,'









* AREA(I, IPP) ,DIA(I, IPP), PIND (I,IPP) ,PCAP (I,IPP),
* AVGK (M),DENS (IT),CMAN (IPP),KMAN (IPP),VOIMF (IPP))
ELSEIF (SECT.EQ. 3) THEN
tuned stub
WRITE(*,*)' Specify LENGTH (ft) & DIAMETER (ft) of tuned stub'
READ (*,*)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP)
CALL RIXPE(SECTN(I,IPP) ,PIPEI(I,IPP) ,PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP) ,PIPE5 (I,IPP) ,L(I, IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP), DIA(I, IPP) ,PIND(I, IPP) ,PCAP (I,IPP),
* AVGK (M) ,DENS (IT),(_AN (IPP) ,KMAN (IPP) ,VOLMF (IPP))
ELSEIF (SECT.EQ. 4)
helmholtz resonator
WRITE(*,*)' Specify L_NGTH (ft), DIAMETER (ft) ,VOLUME ',
* '(ft_3) of Helmholtz Resonator'
READ (*,*)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE3 (I,IPP)
CALL RTYPE (SECTN (I, IPP), PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP) ,L(I, IPP),
* AREA (I,IPP) ,DIA(I, IFP) ,PIND(I, IPP),PCAP(I, IPP),
* AVGK (M) ,DENS(IT), CMAN (IPP),KMAN (IPP) ,VOLMF (IPP))
ELSEIF (SECT. EQ. 5)
parallel resonator
WRITE(*,*)' Specify LENGTH (ft), DIAMETER (ft) ,VOI/_ ',
* '(ft'3) of Parallel Resonator'
READ(*,*) PIPE1 (I,IPP),PIPE2 (I,IPP),PIPE3 (I,IPP)
CALL EIXPE (SECTN(I, IPP) ,PIPEI(I, IPP) ,PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP) ,L(I, IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP) ,DIA(I, IPP), PIND (I,IPP), PCAP (I,IPP),
* AVGK (M) ,DENS(IT), C_AN (IPP) ,KMAN(IPP) ,VOI/KF(IPP) )
ELSEIF (SECT. BQ. 6) THEN
pump
WRITE(*,*)' Specify L_qGTH (ft), DIAMETER (ft) ,dp/dm, CAP.',
* ' & IND. of pu_p'
READ (*,*)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE3 (I,IPP),
* PIPE4 (I,IPP),PIPE5 (I,IPP)
CALL RIXPE (SECIN (I,IPP), PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP), L (I,IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP), DIA(I, IPP) ,PIND(I, IPP),PCAP(I, IPP),
* AVGK (M) ,DENS(IT) ,C_4AN(IPP),KMAN(IPP) ,VOIMF(IPP) )
ELSEIF (SECT.EQ. 7)
manifold
WRITE(*,*)' Specify VOLUME (ft'3) and BULK MODULUS (ibf/ft'2)'
READ(*,*) PIPEI(I,IPP),PIPE2(I,IPP)
CALL RTYPE (SECTN (I,IPP), PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP), L(I, IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP),DIA(I, IFP) ,PIND (I,IPP),PCAP(I, IPP),






WRITE(*,' (A,I3)')' of iterations is set at ',Maximum no.
LOPOLD (M)
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WRITE(*,' (A\) ') ' Do you wish to change it? '
READ(*,'(A)')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y' .OR.ANS.DQ.'y')








WRITE(*, '(A\) ')' Do you wish to save these changes? Y or N '
RE_(*, '(A)')ANS
IF (ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y') REII/RN
WRITE(*, '(A,A,A\) ')' DO you wish to use file ',NAMLIN(NAMNAM),
, '? YorN '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y') THEN
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Enter name of file to use '
READ(*, '(A) ')NAMLIN(NAMNAM)
CLOSE (UNn_-_m_T)
Op_ (UNn_-reaT, Fn_%ML_ (NAMNAM))
ELSE
WRITE(*,' (A,A,A\) ')' Do you wish to rewind ,,NAMLIN(NAMNAM),
, '? Y orN '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS






WRITE (IUNIT, i)VOL (S)
WRITE (_, i)I/IDW (S)
WRI'TE (IUNIT, I)KTANK (M)





WRITE (YONIT, 2)ITANK (M)
WRITE (IqJNIT,2)I_]qG(IP)
WRITE (173NIT,2)SEGMN (IP)
WRITE (_, 2)SPLIT (M)
DO 30 J=I,SB_MN(IP)
WRITE (IUNIT, 2)SECTN (J,IP), PIPE1 (J,IP),PIPE2 (J,IP), PIPE3 (J,IP),
, PIPE4 (J,IP), PIPE5 (J,IP)
30 CONTINLrE
IF(SPLIT(M) .EQ.0) GO TO 33
DO 32 K=I,SPLIT(M)
IP=IP+I
WRn_ (nmmT, 2)Sma_N (IP)




IF (I. EQ. 2) LFif_ (J) =VALUE
IF(I. EQ. 3) ANK(J) =VALUE









Supervises plot of piping layout
/ARCCON/XC, YC, RAD, ANG, ANGLE
COMMON / p_pXy/X, XH, XL, y, ",B-I,YL, XMIN, XM_%X,YHIlq, MM_X, S_, CO_
_ER*2 SEG_N,SECTN(751, ITYPE(200)
REAL PIPE1 (75),PIPE2 (75),PIPE3 (75),PIPFA (75)









IF (SECTN (I) .BQ.0)
YH=Y+0.5*PIPE3 (i)
YL=Y-0.5*PIPE3 (i)




















CALL BNSECT (J,ITYPE,POINT, PIPE1 (I),PIPE2 (I) ,PIPE3 (I),PIPFA (I))
EiSEIF (SECTN (I) .SQ.1)
straight section









ELSEIF (SECI_ (I) .EQ. 2) THEN
inline accumulator
CALL STSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, PIPE1 (I), PIPE2 (I))
ELSEIF (Sk-L-qN(I) .EQ.3) THEN
tuned stub
CALL TSSECT(J, ITYPE, POINT, PIPE1 (I) ,PIPE2 (I))
ELSEIF (SECTN (I). EQ. 4) THEN
helmholtz resonator
CALL HHSECT(J, ITYPE,POINT, PIPEI (I) ,PIPE2 (I) ,PIPE3 (I))
ELSEIF (SECTN (I) .EQ. 5)
parallel resonator
CALL PLSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, PIPE1 (I), PIPE2 (I) ,PIPE3 (I))
ELSEIF (SECI_ (I). EQ. 6) THIef
pump









CALL UPPER_ (XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX, ILOX, ITANK, IENG)
DO 22 I=l,J

















































SUBROUTINE PLOTSU (X, Y, Z,XF, YF, ZF, IPTS, IXMAX, IYMAX, IFolOX, MLINE)
Supervises the surface plot
INTEGER SE_4N, SECTN (150)
OOMMON /SETUP/PIPE1 (150) ,PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150) ,PIPE4 (150),




INTEGER*2 IHR, IMIN, IYR, IMON, IDAY
C_%RACTER*2 AP
COMMON /WCATIT/TITLE, TITL, IHR, IMIN,AP, IYR, IMON, IDAY
COMMON /FACTOR/SFAC
INTEGER*4 IXMAX, IYMAX
REAL XF(IXMAX) ,YF(IYMAX),ZF(IXMAX, IYM )
REAL X(IPTS,IYMAX),Y(IPTS, ),Z (IPrS,IYMAX)




CHARACTER* 58 LEG_DR, LEG_NDH
C_ARACTER*4 FOPIPE (2)
DATA FOPIPE/' FJEL' , ' LOX' /
DATA LEGEND/ 'Pressure Transfer Function = f(freq,distance)'/
DATA LEGI_n3R/'Pressure Transfer Function = f(freq(rad/sec),distanc
*e(ft) ) '/
DATA LEGE_DH/' Pressure Transfer Function = f(freq(Hertz) ,distance
*(ft) ) '/
DATA ASPECT/I. 35/
DATA IOOLR/4/, IFIL/3/, ILIN/I/
1 FORMAT(' Current view is PHI =',F8.3,' THETA =',F8.3)
2 FORMAT (' Current BACKGROUND COLOR = ',I2, ' LINE COLOR = ',I2,
* ' FILL COLOR = ',I2)







IF (IBOARD. LT. 1.OR. IBOARD. GT. 3)
WRITE(*,*)' Graphics board not installed!'
RETURN
_DIF
IF (IBOARD. _Q. I) M_DD_6
IF (IBOARD. EQ. 2) MOD_I6
IF (IBOARD. EQ. 3) MOD_I8
IWIRE=0
IF(_OARD.NE.I) Tm_
WRITE(*, '(A\) ')' Do you want a wire-frar_ drawing? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y') IWIRE=I
_DIF
CONTINUE
CALL GETZF (Y,Z,YF, ZF, IXMAX, IYMAX, IPTS, JPI_, I_3LOX, IPIErf,IGOO)
IF (IPLOT. EQ. 0) RETURN









IF (ZMIN.GT. ZF(I, J) ) ZMIN=ZF (I,J)































CALL Q3DROT (X, Y, Z, IPTS, JPIS, P, T)
24 OONTINUE
CALL QSMODE (MODE)
IF (IBOARD. NE. I) CALL QPREG (0, ICOLR)
CALL WI}KXgW (MODE, ASPECT, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, ZMAX)
CALL Q3DXAX(XMIN, XMAX, XMAJ, 0, -i, 2, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, XINV)
CALL Q3DYAX (YMIN, YMAX, YMAJ, 0, -i, 2 ,XMAX, IN, ZMIN, YINV)
CALL Q3DZAX (ZMIN, ZMAX, ZMAJ, 0, -i, 2,XMIN, YMIN, ZINV)
IF (MODE. EQ. 6) THEN
CAIL QPTXT (40, TITLE, 7,17,23)
CALL QPTXT (45, LEG_qD, 7,15,22)
QPTXT (38, PIPING, 7,18,21)
ELSEIF (MODE. EQ. 16) THI}I
CALL QPTXT (40, TITLE, 7,17,23)
IF (SFAC. BQ. I. 0)
CALL QPTXT (58, LEG_lgR, 7,8,22 )
ELSE
CALL QPTXT (58, LEG_DH, 7,8,22)
I_qDIF
CALL QPTXT (38, PIPING, 7,18,21)
ELSE
CALL QPTXT (40, TITLE, 7,17,27)
IF (SFAC. EQ. I. 0)
CALL QPI%_ (58, LEGENDR, 7,8,26)
ELSE




IF (IBOARD. BQ. i.OR. IWIRE. HQ. i)
CALL Q3DSI_ (X, Y, IPTS, JPTS, IWRKI, IWRK2,640, i)
ELSE




IF(IKEY._Q.0) GO TO 25




WRITE(*,' (A\) ') ' Do you wish another view? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y')
WRITE (*, '(A\) ') ' Enter new viewing angles PHI & THEfA.
READ (*, *)P,T







WRITE(*, ' (A\) ' ) ' Do you wish another color? '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y'.OR.ANS.EQ.'y') THEN
WRITE(*,*)' Enter color number (0-63) for BACKGRfXh_,LINE,
* and FILL '
WRITE(*,*)' 4,1,3 will give the default colors '
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' 0,7,0 will give black & white '
























WRITE(*,'(A\)')' Do you want another surface plot? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y') GO TO 21
_DIF
RETURN
SUBROUTINE PLSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, LIN, DIA, VOL)
Ccm_tes plot coordinates for parallel resonator
COMMON /PIPPXY/X, XH, XL, Y, YH, YL, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, SINA, GOSA
COMMON /ARCCON/XC, YC, RAD, ANG,ANGLE













DIAM=SQ_F ((XH-XL) *,2+ (YH-YL) **2)









CALL STSECT(J, ITYPE, POINT, PI/_,PDIA)




















CALL BNSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, RADIUS, TURN, DIA, DIA)
CALL STSECT (J,ITYPE, POINT, SIDE, DIA)












SUBROUTINE PL_'_2ON(X,Y,Z,XF,YF, ZF,II:rrs,INN_,_,IFUI.DX, NLINE)





INTEGER SEGMN, SECTN (150)
O3MPDN /SETUP/PIPE1 (150) ,PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150) ,PIPE4 (150),




INTEGER*2 IHR, IMIN, IYR, IMON, IDAY
C_RACTER*2 AP
/WCATIT/TITLE, TITL, IHR, IMIN, AP, IYR, IMON, IDAY
/FACIDR/SFAC
INTEGER*4 IXMAX, IYMAX
REAL XF(IXMAX) ,YF(IYMAX), ZF(IXMAX, IYMAX)




DATA FOPIPE/' FUEL', ' LOX '/
DATA ASP_T/1.35/
DATA LABL/i, 0, 0,0, I, 0,0,0, i, 0/
D_A I_141, IFILI31,_ZNIII
YORMAT(IX,A4, ' Piping - Tank #' ,I3,3X, 'Engine #' ,I3)
FORMAT (' Current BAC_KGROUND OOLOR = ',I2, ' LINE OOLOR = ',I2,




IF (IBOARD. LT. 1.OR. IBOARD. GT. 3)
WRITE(*,*) ' Graphics board not installed! '
RETURN
_DIF
IF (IBOARD. EQ. I) MODe-6
IF (IBOARD. EQ. 2) MOD_I6
IF (IBOARD. BQ. 3 ) MOD_18
OONTINUE
CALL GETZF (Y, Z,YF, ZF, IXMAX, IYMAX, IPTS, JPTS, IFULOX, IPI/3T, IGO)
IF (IPLOT. BQ. 0) REII/RN









IF(J.EQ. i) X(I) =XF(I)
Z (I,J) =ZF(I,J)
IF(ZMIN.GT. Z (I,J) )
























IF (MODE. EQ. 6) JROWI=60
JIgOW2=I69
IF(MODE. BQ. 16) JR(Z42=300





IF (MODE. NE. 18) THUg
CALL QI_D(T (40, TITLE, 7,17,23)
CALL QPTXT(38,PIPING,7,18,22)
_E
CALL QPTXT (40, TITLE, 7,17,27)
CALL QPTXT(38,PIPING,7,18,26)
_DIF
CALL QPLOT (JCOLI, JCOL2, JIgDWI, JROW2, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YM ,
* XORG, YORG, IOPT, YOVERX, ASPECT)
CALL QXAXIS (XMIN, XMAX, XMAJ, 0, -i, 2)
CALL QYAXIS (YMIN, YMAX, YMAJ, 0, -i, 2)
IF (SFAC. EQ. I) THEN
CALL QPTXTA(17, 'Frequency-rad/sec', 7)
ELSE
CALL QPTXTA(17,' Frequency-Hertz ',7)
_gDIF
CALL QPTXTD(7, 'X - ft. ',7)
CALL Q(]TIDU (ASPECT, X, Y, Z, CONS, IABL, IPTS, JPI_, 9, IDEF)
25 CONTINUE
mum _m_x (_)
IF(IKEY.EQ.0) GO TO 25
CALL QI]qKEY (I_, IKEY)
CALL QSMODE (MODET)
IF (IBOARD. NE. i) TH]_
WRITE(*, 2) ICOLR, ILIN, IFIL
WRITE (*, '(A\) ') ' Do you wish another color? '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'y') THEN
WRITE(*,*)' Enter color number (0-63) for BACKGROUND, LINE,
* and FILL '
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CWRITE(*,*)' 4,1,3 will give the default colors '
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' 0,7,7 will give black & white '




IF (MLINE. GT. i)
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Do you want another contour plot? '
READ (*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y') GO TO 21
E_DIF
RLINE (TITL, SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPPED, LOPOID, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A, (IMAN, CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, I/IOW, VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, I_G, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLI]qE)
Reads fuel or lox file.









REAL A(25), fIMAN(25), CTANK(25), D_]qS(25),KMAN(25),KTANK(25),




CALL TANKNO(MTANK,VOL, LFLOW,KTANK,D_S,A,CTANK, IUNIT)
ML E
IF (ML/]qE. GT. 25)
WRITE(*,*) ' Number of lines must be less than 25'
STOP
_DIF







READ (IUNIT, *) ITANK (MM), I_S (M)
IF (ITANK (MM). GT. MTANK)
WRITE(*,*) ' Invalid tank number. '
STOP
_NDIF
IF (IENG (M). GT.M_NG)












READ(IUNIT, *) SECTN(I ,M), PIPE1(I,M), PIPE2(I,M), PIPE3(I,M),













READ(IUNIT, *) SE_N(M),NOLINE(M),I_G (M)
IF(I_G (M).GT.M_NG)THEN













WRITE(*,' (A, I3)')' Max. no. of iterations is set at ',
* Lo m( )
WRITE (*, '(A\) ') ' Do you wish to change it? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y')
WRITE (*, '(A\) ') ' Enter maximum no. of iterations '
(*,*)norm (MM)
H_DIF
LOPEND (MM) =LOPOLD (MM)
IF (DIVAVG. LE. 0.0 ) DIVAVG=I. 0







IF (SPLIT (MM).EQ. 0)
Do 2v J=l,SPUT( )
M=M+I
I_IENG (M)
DO 26 I=l, SE_4N (M)
I_IENG (M)
DO 25 I=I,SEGMN(M)
CALL RTYPE(SECTN (I,M) ,PIPE1 (I,M) ,PIPE2 (I,M),
PIPE3 (I,M),PIPE4 (I,M) ,PIPE5 (I,M) ,L(I,M) ,AREA(I,M),
DIA(I,M), PIND (I,M),PCAP (I,M),AVGK (MM),DENS (IT),
CMAN (M),KMAN (M),VOIMF (M))
GOTO 28
CALL RTYPE(SECTN(I,M) ,PIPEI(I,M) ,PIPE2 (I,M),
* PIPE3 (I,M),PIPE4 (I,M),PIPE5 (I,M) ,L(I,M) ,AREA(I,M),
* DIA (I,M),PIND (I,M),PCAP (I,M),AVGK (MM), DENS (IT),






SUBROUI_}_ R_YPE (SECI_, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4 ,PIPE5,L,AREA, DIA,
* PIND, PCAP, AVGK, D_S, (_I_N,KMAN, VOIMF)




IF (SECTN. EQ. 0)













ELSEIF (SECIN. EQ. 2) THEN
C inline accumulator
C PIPE1 - LEN
C PIPE2 - DIA
C PIPE3 - DEN




IF (PIPE3. EQ. 0.0) PIPE3--DENS
























ELSEIF (SECI_. EQ. 3) THI_q








IF (PIPE3. EQ. 0.0) PIPE3=D_qS
IF(PIPE4. EQ. 0.0) PIPE4=AVGK
PCAP=PIPE3 *L*ARFA/PIPE4
PIND=L/(AREA*GRAV)
ELSEIF (SECTN. EQ. 4.OR. SECIN. EQ. 5)
helmholtz resonator or parallel resonator









IF (PIPE4. EQ. O.0) PIPE4--D_qS
IF (PIPE5. EQ. 0.0) PIPE5=AVGK
PCAP=-PIPE4*AREA/PIPE5
PIND=L/(0.25*PI*DIA**2*GRAV)



























Sets up the plot environment
C e ON IWCAPASlIFRST
_N /NOCOL/MODE, MODET, NTROWS, NTCOLS, NPROWS, NPCOLS









CALL QRMODE (MODET, NCOLT)
CALL QVIDBD (IBOARD)
IF (IBOARD. LT. 1.OR. IBOARD. GT. 3) THEN
WRITE(*,*)' Graphics board not installed!'
REFJRN
_IF


















IF (MODE.NE. 6) THEN
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Do you wish change colors of admittance? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS. EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'y')
WRITE(*,*)' Enter no. of background color and no. of line color'
WRITE(*,*)' 4,1 will give the default colors '







Confutes plot coordinates for a straight section












POINT (I, J) =XH
POINT (2, J) =YH
POINT(3, J) =XL







POINT (5, J) =XH
POINT (6, J) =YH
POINT(7, J) =XL
POINT(8, J) =YL
XMIN=AMINI (X, XL, XH, XMIN)
XMAX=AMAXl (X,XL,XH, XMAX)
YMIN=AMINI (Y, YL, YH, YMIN)
YMAX=AMAXI (Y, YL, YH, YMAX)
REYORN
END
SUBROUTINE TANKNO (MTANK,VOL, LFLOW, KTANK, DI_S, A, CRANK, IUNIT)
Reads tank parameters
REAL VOL(25) ,LFLOW(25),KTANK(25),DENS(25) ,A(25) ,CRANK(25)
DATA GRAV/32.21
READ (IUNIT, *)MrANK
IF (MrANK. GT. 25)
WRITE(*,*)' Number of tanks must be less than 25'
STOP
_DIF
IF (MTANK. LE. 0) MTANK=I
DO 21 I=I,MTANK
READ (IUNIT, *)VOL(I), LFLOW(I) ,KTANK (I), D_S (I)
A (I) =SQI{F (GRAV*KTANK (I)/DI_S (I))




SUBROUTINE TSSECT(J, ITYPE, POINT,LI.I_,DIA)
Computes plot coordinates for a tuned stub

























XMIN=AMINI (X,XL, XH, XMIN)
XMAX=AMAXl(X,XL,XH,XMAX)
YM_N=-AMINI(Y,YL,YH,YMIN)
YMAX=AMAXI (Y, YL, YH, YMAX)
m_D
UPPE_4 (X0, Y0, Xl, YI, IFULOX, ITANK, I_G)
Sets up upper plotting windc_4
(XDMMON /NOCOL/MODE, MODET, NTR£_S, NTOOLS, NPROWS, NPCOLS
COMMON IADMCOL IADMBAC ,_
INTEGER ADMBAC,ADMLIN
(_I_RACTER* 36 FULOX
FORMAT('FUEL Piping - Tank # ',I2,' Engine # ',I2)







IF (MODE. EQ. 6) THEN
JROWI=I00
_=179
ELSEIF (MODE. EQ. 16)
JROWI=214
_=309
























CALL QSEII/P (0,ADMLIN, -2, ADMLIN)
IF(IFULOX.EQ. i) THEN
C fuel line
WRITE (FUIOX, i)ITANK, I_G
ELSE
C lox line
WRITE (FULOX, 2) ITANK, I_G
_qDIF
IF(MODE.NE. 18) THEN
CALL QPTXT (36, FUIOX, 7,24,23)
ELSE




SUBROUTINE WINDOW (MODE ,XSCALE,XST,XFIN, YST, YFIN, ZST, ZFIN)
C Sets up window for surface plot





IF (MODE. EQ. 16) JROW2=319






CALL QPLOT (JCOLI, JCOL2, JROWI, JI%OW2, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX,
* XORG, YORG, IOPT, YOVERX, ASP ECT )
RETURN
FUNCTION XFUN (T)
C Parametric function for plotting of bends





C Parametric function for plotting of bends
- i00 -





Reads input for input modification
_ARACnm*I NAME(S)





DATA PLUS/'+'/,MINUS/'-'/,PERIOD/'. '/,LE/ 'e'/,E/ 'E'/,BII_/' '/
DATA NUMBER/'0', 'i', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9'/,OOMMA/', '/
DATA L_/'e', 'n', 'd'/,C_CD/'E', 'N', 'D'/,POUND/'#'/,QUEST/'?'/


































IF(CARD(I) .NE.BIK.AND.CARD(1).NE.COMMA) GO TO 29
28 CONTINUE
VALUE=0.0





IF (CARD (ID). EQ.MINUS) THEN
SIGN=-1.0
ID=ID+I




DO 32 I=ID, 80
II=I
IF(CARD(I) .BQ.PERIOD) GO TO 31
IF(CARD(I) .EQ.PLUS) GO TO 38
IF(CARD(I) ._Q.MINUS) GO TO 38
IF(CARD(I) .EQ.E.OR.CARD(I).EQ.LE) GO TO 37
DO 30 J=l,10
JJ--J-i


















IF(CARD(I) .EQ.PERIOD) _ •




IF(CARD(I) .EQ.PLUS) GO TO 38
IF(CARD(I) .EQ.MINUS) GO TO 38
IF(CARD(I) .EQ.E.OR.CARD(I).EQ.LE) GO TO 37
DO 34 J=l,10
JJ=J-i
IF(CARD(r) ._.N_B_(J)) GO TO 35
34 CONTINUE
VAI/JE=SIGN* (WHOLE+FRACT)
IF(CARD(I). EQ. BI/<) REIIAq_



























WRITE (*,*) ' Input error, value set to ZERO'
VALUE=0.0
REYCRN
40 CONTINUE
WHOLE=WHOLE* I0.0+JJ
41
VALUE=VALUE*f0.0,* (SIGN*WHOLE)
REVJRN
_CD
- 103 -
